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Sk Sh PC Phy A/Pk HS

B  C+ B- D   B    B

#19 Mayer,Jordan
Aug 24/91  C 5.08.5  167

Gm. Rat. Type

B   B-   PM

-Had 2 shifts in OT. made sure to come back deep - looking to be responsible, not a hero.

-shot first in Shootout (miss) - made ambitious move (went forehand blocker side, bobbled puck a bit)

-6 shifts in 2nd, 5 in 3rd (tie game)

-about 50% on faceoffs tonight - but hes generally good.

-made nice deflection

-still doesnt take passes cleanly enough

-his need to add strength is abundantly obvious. it would augment his skills, becasue he's not a dumb player, or 
scared at his size. but he cannot compete at a higher level til he gets stronger.

Sk Sh PC Phy A/Pk HS

B  B  B  B+  B+   B+

#11 Cizikas,Casey
Feb 27/91  C 5.10.25  190

Gm. Rat. Type

A   B    2way

Casey Cizikas Notes:

-over 30 shifts, including 9 in the 3rd and 3 in OT.

-good on faceoffs today. doesnt win cleanly, but wins draws.

-had 2 wrist shots on goal. had slapshot blocked.

-6 PP shifts, 8 PK shifts.

-hurt with 51 secs left in 1st. Was back out to start 2nd period.

-looked hurt blocking shot at end of 2nd - was out for 3rd.

-All over offensive zone on PP. Covered point for pinching D-man.

- a big factor in todays game. rsponsible and effective. maybe needs more of an ego.

-solid PK, responsible player, active stick.

Mississauga St. Michael's Majors

Sk Sh PC Phy A/Pk HS

A- C+ A  B-  B    A-

#10 Flemming,Brett
Feb 26/91  RD 5.11.75  172

Gm. Rat. Type

A   B+   OD

-made more of an effort to get some shots away today (as if coach spoke to him after last game. Took 2 wrist shots 
(favors quick, low, on net wrist shots), one on net. Was looking for big one timer all game - got it once and had it 
blocked(on PP). Finally teed one up, not a big shot - but he seems to be working on it.



-had 6 PP shifts. Stayed out full 2 mins on at least one of them.

-9 PK shifts. 

-Played 1st unit in all situations. Out for last minute of tie game and most of OT.

-despite small size, knows how to take a hit. Just like last game, he saw a much bigger fwd coming at him in his end, 
and used the boards to cusion himself, take the hit properly, without being knocked off his feet of out of position. 
Really compensates for lack of size well.

-had no fear of trying to hit the much bigger Chris Chappell (6'4 212)

-joined rush once

-made two giveaways looking for a clever pass, but generally decision  making/hockey sense strong.

-Had a better game then on Friday.

Feb 08/09       Saginaw Spirit 1  at Mississauga St. Michael's Majors 2      Terry Clarke

Amateur Game Report(OHL)
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Notes
I didnt arrive til 13:03 (7 mins gone in the first) - still tied 0-0

Saginaw Spirit

Sk Sh PC Phy A/Pk HS

B+ B  B+ B-  B    B+

#10 Szwarz,Jordan
May 14/91  C/RW 5.10.5  189

Gm. Rat. Type

B+  B+   CP

-used in all situations 1st unit. out for last minute of tie game.

-took quicker shifts in 3rd and OT.

-played off wing on PP

-not big, but will hit.

-almost cost team a 2 on 1 while on PP... was going to cover his d-man then seemed to decide against it.

-3 shots on net, 2 wrist, one drive net.

-several times liked to make pass(on PP) from side of net to point man who has moved to the middle... usually made 
it and made it look good (set play?) - 

-made nice deflection, crisp passes on PP.



well rounded player... smart RH shot who can play PP or PK... his coach seems to trust him.

Feb 08/09       Saginaw Spirit 1  at Mississauga St. Michael's Majors 2      Terry Clarke


